
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

heard   
heart    
height    
history   
imagine 
important  
increase  
interest  
island   
knowledge 
 
 What part of each of these 

words do you think is the 
trickiest part? 

 Can you write a sentence for 
each of these focus words? 

 Practise spelling these focus 
words using strategies such 
as pyramid and rainbow 
writing. Examples below. 

English Activities 
Week Beginning: 04.05.20 

Answer the questions based on the picture 
‘Stanley and Clive’ (below). Lots of the questions 
are based on your own opinion. Do other 
members of your household have different 
opinions? 

 
 Which one is Stanley and which one is 

Clive? 
 What kind of creatures are they? 
 Have they just met or did they already 

know each other? 
 How do they feel about each other? How 

do you know? 
 How do you feel about them? 
 What are they saying? Write speech 

bubbles for the picture. 
 What do Stanley and Clive have in 

common? What are their differences? Is 
this a bad thing? 

 What makes you different? 
 Would the world be a better place if  

everyone was the same? Why/why not? 
 Why are Stanley and Clive friends? 
 What is friendship? 
 What makes a good friend? 

 
Task from https://www.onceuponapicture.co.uk/ 
where there are lots of other great tasks based 
on picture. 

Re-design the cover (front and back) of your 
favourite book. 

Look at examples of book covers. What do they 
have on them that you should also include? e.g. 
blurb. 

You will find a template below that you can 
print/copy if you wish.  

Handwriting - LO: To form a letter from the zigzag letter family – x 
Practise the letters, joins and words shown below by copying a row of each. This website 
shows videos for each formation if you are unsure. https://www.teachhandwriting.co.uk/  

 
Extra Challenge: Write your own ‘x’ sentences 
 

Reading 
Daily reading for at least 20 minutes. Don’t 
forget to complete a quiz when you finish your 
book https://ukhosted84.renlearn.co.uk/2231238/    
 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

STANLEY AND CLIVE  
 



 

 

  

Design your own book cover template 



Example Spelling Strategies  
Rainbow Writing 

Write your spelling word out giving each letter a different colour - heart 

 

Pyramid Writing 

Write out the spelling word adding one letter at a time to form a pyramid. 

h 

he 

hea 

hear 

heart 

Vowels and consonants  

Write your spelling word with the vowels in one colour and the consonants in another colour – heart 

 

Other ideas … 

- Bubble writing   - Look, cover, write & check   - Write in capital letters 


